Melody line:

I think this song dates back to a time when life was a lot simpler than it is now, don't you think?

Bass line:

3 little children layin' in bed
Called the doctor Doc said, 'You
When those children layin' in bed
They popped up and started to sing
Put on the skillet and put on the lid!
That's not all that's she's gonna do.
I snuck in the kitchen and picked up the lid,
I winked at the pretty little girl and said,
Got caught with the skillet got caught with the lid. Got
6 months for the skillet 6 months for the lid.

2 was sick and the other most dead.
feed them children short-nin' bread.
heard that talk about short-nin' bread
skip-pir' round do ing the pig-eon wing.
Mam-y's gone make us some short-nin' bread.
Mam-y's gone make us some co-coa too!
filled my pocket with short-nin' bread.
'How'd you like some short-nin' bread?'
captured with my mouth full'o short-nin' bread.
6 months in the jail for eatin' short-nin' bread.
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